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Background: The reported proportion of cancer patients who experience hypercalcemia of 

malignancy (HCM) is low, particularly in the pediatric population, ranging between <1% and 

5%. HCM can be observed with any type of tumor in children and occurs most commonly 

with leukemia. While HCM is a potentially fatal condition, the prevalence of HCM is not well 

understood in pediatric cancer patients.

Methods: Using the UK Clinical Practice Research Datalink, we identified pediatric cancer 

patients with recorded corrected serum calcium (CSC) from 2003 through 2014. Hypercalce-

mic patients (CSC ≥10.8 mg/dL) were classified into 4 CSC levels. We estimated the annual 

prevalence of HCM using Byar’s method.

Results: Among 517 pediatric cancer patients, leukemia, lymphoma, and brain tumors were 

the most frequent cancer types. The prevalence of HCM overall (grade 1 or higher) ranged from 

0.24% to 0.81% between 2003 and 2014. There were too few cases to compare prevalence by 

type of cancer.

Conclusion: We provide the first systematic analysis using a UK population-based data 

source to estimate the number of pediatric cancer patients affected with HCM by grade. Our 

findings showed that the prevalence of pediatric HCM was very low (0.24%–0.81%) over the 

12-year study period, which is consistent with previous study of adult cancer patients in the 

UK (0.20%–0.67%).
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Plain language summary
Hypercalcemia of malignancy (HCM) occurs among people with cancer and is the result of bone 

resorption, which leads to raised calcium levels in the blood. The reported proportion of cancer 

patients who experience HCM is low, particularly in a pediatric population, ranging between <1% 

and 5%. HCM can be observed with any type of cancer but occurs most commonly in children 

with leukemia. While HCM can lead to death, we do not know what proportion of pediatric cancer 

patients have this condition. We conducted this study to estimate the proportion of HCM in children 

in the UK’s Clinical Practice Research Datalink. We identified all children in the database from 

2003 through 2014 who had a cancer diagnosis. From this population, we identified those who 

developed HCM and then estimated the HCM prevalence rates. The prevalence of pediatric HCM 

was very low over the 12-year study period (ranging from 0.24% to 0.81%).

Introduction
Hypercalcemia is a condition defined by a serum calcium level above the upper 

limit of the normal reference range. When hypercalcemia occurs in cancer patients 
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during the course of the disease, it is termed hypercalcemia 

of malignancy (HCM) and is the most frequent cause of 

hypercalcemia in a hospital patient population.1–4 HCM is a 

severe condition that can be fatal and occurs in 2% to 30% 

of adult cancer patients.5–9

HCM is rare in pediatric cancer patients <18 years of age 

(around 0.5%–1%), and is most common in children and 

adolescents with leukemia, hepatocellular carcinoma, ovarian 

cancer, and dysgerminomas.4,10 The prevalence of pediatric 

HCM is not well defined. Previously, we conducted a study to 

estimate the prevalence of HCM among adult patients in the 

Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD),11 a population-

based data source comprising electronic health records with 

laboratory data on patients in the UK. Among 37,442 adult 

cancer patients in 2003–2012, the prevalence of HCM over-

all (grade 1 or higher) increased from 0.20% to 0.67% over 

the study period.12 In this study, we provide a complement 

to the previous study by estimating the prevalence of HCM 

specifically among pediatric patients with cancer.

Methods
Data resource and study population
Data for this study were derived from the CPRD, which is 

housed and organized for research purposes at the Boston 

Collaborative Drug Surveillance Program. Briefly, the CPRD 

is an ongoing longitudinal database that has collected data 

from over 500 general practices in the UK since 1988. At the 

time of this study, the CPRD contained information on more 

than 8 million patients, of which 3 million were currently 

active, with a cumulative follow-up time of more than 32 

million person years. It covers approximately 6% of the UK 

population and has a representative age and sex distribution 

of the entire UK population. The information contained in 

electronic health records includes patient demographics 

and characteristics, clinical diagnoses, drug prescriptions, 

consultant referrals, hospitalizations, and lab test results. 

All data accessed are de-identified and do not require patient 

consent for use.

We identified all patients in the CPRD younger than 18 

years old who had a diagnosis of cancer (except for non-

melanoma skin cancers) between 2003 and 2014. Patients 

were required to have at least 1 recorded calcium and albu-

min laboratory value on the same day or 1 corrected serum 

calcium (CSC) value recorded after the cancer diagnosis. 

Study patients were also required to have at least 1 year 

of history before the cancer diagnosis to identify incident 

HCM cases. Patients with either a history of diagnosed 

hypercalcemia or hypercalcemia based on a CSC ≥10.8 

mg/dL from lab data13,14 recorded more than 30 days prior 

to the cancer diagnosis were excluded (0.2% of the study 

population), while patients who experienced HCM within 

30 days before the cancer diagnosis were included. The 

study methods were described in more detail in a previous 

publication of adult HCM.12 This study was approved by the 

Independent Scientific Advisory Committee for UK Medi-

cines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency database 

research (protocol no: 14_031Mn).

Hypercalcemia
Hypercalcemia was defined according to four grades of CSC 

(10.8–11.5, 11.6–12.5, 12.6–13.5, and >13.5 mg/dL),13,14 

where we used the lab-calculated CSC values (normal range 

9.1–10.7). We set the upper limit of normal to 10.8 mg/dL, a 

cutoff point commonly used to ascertain complete response 

to therapy.13 There were some instances (~11%) where serum 

calcium plus serum albumin values were the only values 

present. In these instances, we calculated CSC values based 

on the formula: CSC =0.8 × (4 − serum albumin) + serum 

calcium, to determine presence of hypercalcemia. We used 

the highest CSC value recorded within each calendar year, 

where available, when estimating annual prevalence. In addi-

tion to defining HCM according to lab values, we searched 

the database for a recorded Read diagnosis of HCM.

Statistical analysis
From among the pediatric cancer patient population, we iden-

tified individuals who had at least one CSC value recorded 

within 30 days before, on, or at any time after the date of 

the first cancer diagnosis. Patients with data in each year 

from 2003 through 2014 populated the denominators for 

the annual prevalence. We estimated prevalence and 95% 

confidence intervals for each year by including patients in 

the numerator if they had a high CSC (≥10.8 mg/dL) in that 

calendar year using Byar’s method.15 For each year that there 

were no calcium data in the patient record and the patient was 

active in the CPRD, we assumed that the CSC was normal.

Results
Study population
There were 483 patients <18 years old in the CPRD who had 

a first cancer diagnosis during the years 2003 through 2014 

and who had at least one CSC value recorded in the data 

within 30 days before, on, or after the day of the first cancer 

diagnosis. The median number of CSC test results during 

follow-up was 3 (interquartile range 1–7). The age and sex 

distribution of these patients, and year and type of cancer 
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diagnosis are provided in Table 1. More patients were female 

(56%) and between ages 12 and 18 (59%). Leukemia (19%), 

lymphoma (15%), and brain tumors (12%) were the most 

frequent cancer types. In addition, 30 (6%) had bone cancer 

(including osteosarcoma and Ewing sarcoma), 18 (4%) had 

malignant cancer of the thyroid, and 16 (3%) had fibrous 

histiocytomas. There were 11 cases (2%) with neuroblastoma 

and 10 (2%) with rhabdomyosarcoma.

Prevalence of hypercalcemia
We provide the annual prevalence of hypercalcemia by CSC 

grade level in Table 2 below. There were 6 children out of 

483 who had a high CSC value recorded. Cancers included 

endocrine adenoma, Wilms tumor, acute lymphoid leukemia, 

malignant cancer of the thyroid, and cancer of the tongue.

Based on CSC lab values, we estimated that 0.26%–

0.88% of pediatric cancer patients were affected by HCM 

in 2003–2014. We did not find additional HCM cases when 

we searched on Read codes for hypercalcemia.

Discussion
In this population of 483 pediatric patients with cancer dur-

ing the years 2003–2014 in the UK CPRD, the prevalence 

of HCM was low for all years, consistent with the rates esti-

mated in previous publications.10,16,17 We estimated that the 

prevalence of grade 1 HCM ranged from 0.65% to 0.88% 

(data not shown) and the prevalence of HCM overall (grade 

1 or higher) ranged from 0.26% to 0.88% between 2003 and 

2014. There were only 483 pediatric cancer patients for whom 

a CSC value was available in the database, and only 6 of 

these had identified HCM, and thus the numbers were small.

Hypercalcemia is a serious metabolic complication of 

malignancy that is less common in children than in adults.10 

A single institutional retrospective study carried out by 

McKay and Furman16 in the USA found that only 0.4% of 

all children treated for cancer at their hospital over a 29-year 

period developed HCM. Moayeri et al17 reported a higher 

prevalence: 5.4% of children hospitalized with cancer (8 

out of 148) had HCM with half of the cases associated with 

leukemia. Different from the McKay and Moayeri studies, our 

study was not restricted to children hospitalized with cancer 

and provides estimates of prevalence on a population-based 

cohort of children diagnosed with cancer. This study includes 

data on all individuals registered with selected general prac-

titioners, and thus includes HCM cases identified from a 

Table 1 Age, sex, calendar year, and cancer type distribution of 
the pediatric cancer population with CSC value in CPRD 2003–
2014 (N=483)

Characteristics Males
N=211 (%)

Females
N=272 (%)

Total
N=483 (%)

Age at first cancer diagnosis (years)
<2 12 (5.69) 14 (5.15) 26 (5.4)

2 – <6 36 (17.06) 23 (8.46) 59 (12.22)

6 – <12 47 (22.27) 65 (23.90) 112 (23.19)

12 – <18 116 (54.98) 170 (62.50) 286 (59.21)
Year of first cancer diagnosis
2003 21 (9.95) 40 (14.71) 61 (12.63)
2004 16 (7.58) 46 (16.91) 62 (12.84)
2005 24 (11.37) 24 (8.82) 48 (9.94)
2006 29 (13.74) 28 (10.29) 57 (11.80)
2007 22 (10.43) 28 (10.29) 50 (10.35)
2008 26 (12.32) 21 (7.72) 47 (9.73)
2009 28 (13.27) 24 (8.82) 52 (10.77)
2010 11 (5.21) 17 (6.25) 28 (5.80)
2011 11 (5.21) 19 (6.99) 30 (6.21)
2012 7 (3.32) 9 (3.31) 16 (3.31)
2013 11 (5.21) 11 (4.04) 22 (4.55)
2014 5 (2.37) 5 (1.84) 10 (2.07)
Cancer type at first diagnosis
Leukemia 43 (20.38) 49 (18.01) 92 (19.05)
Lymphoma 39 (18.48) 35 (12.87) 74 (15.32)
Brain tumors 22 (10.43) 35 (12.87) 57 (11.80)
Osteosarcoma and bone 
cancers

11 (5.21) 19 (6.99)
30 (6.21)

Thyroid cancers –a –a 18 (3.73)
Fibrous histiocytoma –a –a 16 (3.31)
Other cancersb 90 (42.65) 106 (38.97) 196 (40.58)

Notes: aNot reported by sex owing to small cell sizes. bIncludes unknown site.
Abbreviations: CSC, corrected serum calcium; CPRD, Clinical Practice Research 
Datalink. 

Table 2 Annual prevalence (%) of HCM among 483 pediatric 
cancer patients in the CPRD 2003–2014

Year Number of cancer 
patients

Grade 1 or higher:
CSC ≥10.8

HCM
cases

Prevalence
(95% CI)

2003 61 0 n/a
2004 122 0 n/a
2005 170 0 n/a
2006 226 NRd 0.88a

(0.11–3.16)
2007 272 0 n/a
2008 310 NRd 0.65a

(0–2.31)
2009 354 NRd 0.28b

(0–1.56)
2010 374 0 n/a
2011 386 0 n/a
2012 384 NRd 0.26b

(0–1.44)
2013 371 NRd 0.27c

(0–1.49)
2014 324 0 n/a

Notes: Patients had HCM grades a1=10.8≤ CSC ≤11.5, b2=11.5< CSC ≤12.5, 
c3=12.5< CSC ≤13.5. dNR, not reported (owing to small cell size).
Abbreviations: HCM, hypercalcemia of malignancy; CPRD, Clinical Practice Research 
Datalink; CSC, corrected serum calcium; n/a, not applicable.
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general patient population rather than a hospital or registry 

population. Further, the cutoffs for HCM used by McKay 

and Moayeri were different from those used in this study, so 

it is possible that our results are not directly comparable to 

the results of these earlier studies.

While the population-based nature of this study is a 

strength, the study also has several limitations. These results 

were limited to patients who had recorded laboratory values 

for serum calcium and serum albumin (or CSC), and thus 

we may have missed some patients with elevations in cal-

cium since not all patients with cancer had details of cancer 

complications recorded in their GP record. In addition, only 

483 (22%) out of 2,189 pediatric cancer patients had at least 

one test for serum calcium and albumin (or CSC) and were 

therefore eligible for inclusion in the study. It is possible that 

in cancer patients, GPs do not routinely record individual 

cancer-related complications, in particular those based on 

hospital findings. Also, laboratory calcium testing is more 

likely to be carried out for patients who are suspected to be 

hypercalcemic, although the extent of this nonrandom testing 

is not known.

Our study provides an estimate of HCM prevalence 

across patients of all stages; it is likely that patients with 

more advanced cancer have higher prevalence of HCM. 

However, we were unable to stratify by stage owing to limited 

sample size, which would have been further reduced when 

restricting to patients with stage data available in the CPRD. 

Further, values were not recorded in each calendar year, and 

thus we did not always know when CSC values returned to 

normal. Finally, the CPRD only provides year of birth for 

confidentiality reasons, and therefore we calculated patient’s 

age assuming their birth date was July 1 in the year of their 

birth. Thus, we may have misclassified some young adults 

as children, or vice versa.

Conclusion
These data provide information on a large number of pedi-

atric cancer patients with at least one lab CSC value in a 

population-based data resource. The prevalence of HCM 

was low and is consistent with the finding that HCM is rare 

in cancer patients under age 18.
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